Executive - Work with maximum flexibility

Work with ease and privacy, even in high traffic office environments. Genoa’s extended corner island offers users an ergonomically correct Executive suite with ample area for computers of various sizes and shapes, in addition to everyday work materials, while providing an oversized worksurface for conferencing.

Desking shown in White (WHT) with Zoma seating in Match, Orange (MT23) and Loover seating in Match, Orange (MR23) with Vue Mesh, Orange Sunset (VU12).
Management - Creating a private space with Genoa and Divide™

Genoa’s classic bowed desk and kneespace credenza provide style and simplicity for today’s contemporary office. Combined with Divide’s modular stacking panels, an efficient workstation is created with the added benefit of individual privacy barriers. Off-desk accessories help reduce desk-top clutter by providing additional organization.

Desking shown in Tiger Maple (TMP), Aseo and Rest seating upholstered in Oxygen, Nero (OX10).
Teaming Environments - Working together

Genoa’s classic styling and simplicity integrate easily with any interior decor. Most components are shipped fully assembled. Thermally fused high performance laminate is durable for years. File drawers accommodate letter and legal files with standard locks on all pedestals. Extended corners, island worksurfaces and full to floor pedestals offer additional configuration options.

Desking shown in Tiger Maple (TMP) with Tye seating upholstered in Time, Leaf (T601) and Citi seating in Leather/Mock Leather Black (450/550).
Management - Organize and store with ease

The versatility of Genoa easily aids in workstation organization with its extensive desk components and storage capabilities. Create a classic yet professional look with an attractive Genoa hutch and pigeon hole storage. Traditional credenzas can be substituted with Genoa lateral files and storage cabinets for maximum storage space.

Desking and Credenza G2072CSL shown in Avant Honey (AWH). Synopsis seating upholstered in Momentum Vario, Pool (VA43).
Reception - Create a great first impression

Create a welcoming Reception area with a Genoa desk and return complemented with Divide™ surface mounted panels.

The modular panels and transaction tops create an attractive and functional reception desk, with the added security of locking desk and return drawers.

Desking shown in Avant Honey (AWH). Echo seating upholstered in Imprint Navy (IM76).
L Shaped Configurations

U Shaped Configurations

Single Pedestal Desk G3066SPR shown in Grey (GRY). Roma seating shown in Match, Blue (MT25) and matching mesh (SB).